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General overview

Walloon region:
- Agricultural research centre (CRA-W)
- Responsible for the Walloon region

and the German speaking region.

Flemish Region:
- Flanders Research Institute for 

Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (ILVO)
- Responsible for the Flemish region and 

Brussels capital region.

- Federal agency for food security is responsable (FAVV/AFSCA )
- Delegates the inspection to 2 independent regional authorities

- Regional authorities are responsible for organisation, administration, 
accreditation ISO 17020, inspections, follow up,….

- Close collaboration between the two regional authorities (same equipment, 
software, accreditation, …)
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Article 29: Electronic PAE register for equipment in professional use
- For all PAE 
- Except what is exempted by member state risk analysis
- Selling/buying to notifie within 30 days
- Removed from use also to notifie within 30 days
- Returned to use to notifie within 30 days
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How to assign a unique ID to each sprayer for the registration?
- Not the serial number from the machine:

- On older machines not present or not visible
- Different structures difficult to use

Belgium chose to use the inspection sticker number as unique ID:
- Every cycle new inspection number
- When a machine is re-inspected former number expires
- But all inspections are kept in the database!
- The first 3 numbers have a unique “cycle ID”

InspectionsPAE Owners
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Belgian registration database
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Database structure

InspectionsPAE Owners

PAE 1 

Cycle 8
1510XXXX

Cycle 9
1710XXXX

Cycle 10
1910XXXX

Owner 1

Owner 2

Sold
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Collect PAE data: Notification
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New and second hand sprayers:
- To notify within 30 days from purchase/sale 

date
- Fill in form available (print and digital 

version)
- Seller and buyer have to sign

- New sprayers are inspected within 3 years
- Second hand sprayers with ISO 16122 

inspection (Belgian, SKL, JKI, …) are inspected
when inspection report expires.

PAE Owners
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The notification form contains all relevant PAE owner data:
- Name, Address, E-mail, ….

The owner data is registrated in the regional databases:

Owners
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Collect PAE data: Notification
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The notification form also contains all relevant PAE data:
- Serial number, brand, tank contents, Last inspection number, ... 

All the PAE data is registrated in the regional databases

PAE 
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Collect PAE data: Registration
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PAE already inspected in Belgium:
- The last valid inspection number linked to the PAE is 

linked to the new owner
- New owner receives a proof of registration with all

relevant data (third party inspections)

PAE 1 

Cycle 8
1510XXXX

Cycle 9
1710XXXX

Owner 1

Owner 2

Sold
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Collect PAE data: Registration
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New PAE or second hand PAE from other country:
- Receives a unique identification

(registration)number in our database N00XXXXXX 
- This unique number is an inspection record 

number (but not related to an inspection)
- Owner receives a proof of registration with all

relevant data (third party inspections)
- Link between number and PAE trough PAE data 

(serial number, brand, ….)
- Afterwards inspected following the normal flow

N0010XXXX

NEW PAE
Cycle 10
1910XXXX

OWNER
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Collect PAE data: Unsubscribing
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Selling a sprayer:
- Same purchase/sale form (previous slides)
- Sprayers moving to other countries are 

unsubscribed

Taking a sprayer out of use:
- Notified before expiration date last 

inspection.
- Fill in form available (print and digital 

version)
- Owner has to date and sign the form!
- Spray boom or crown has to be removed 

from the sprayer!
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Updating PAE data
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Custom written inspection software CONTAINS ALL DATA
- Everyone works with the same database: inspection teams and secretariat

- PAE register (sprayers and owners linked through inspection)
- Planification schedule data and financial data
- Inspection data (nozzle tests, pressure measurements, ….)
- Inspection results (inspection certificate)
- Inspection apps (pressure measurements, nozzle tests, flow tests,…)
- …

Team 3

Team 2Team 1

Secretariat
Merelbeke
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Updating PAE data
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- Each inspection team has a laptop/tablet and a mifi router 
- The complete database is locally available on each laptop/tablet
- Changings are daily synchronised between server database at Merelbeke and

laptop/tablet databases used by the inspection teams

Team 3
Team 2

Team 1
Secretariat 
Merelbeke

Inspector machine

Inspector nozzles

Secretariat
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Two (Belgian) databases: Merge
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- Central Walloon database 
- On a server in Gembloux

- Central Flemish database 
- On a server at ILVO

- Federal agency for food security is responsable
- Database is merged every half year (or on demand )

- Both services use te same software and data structure
- Databases can easily be merged!
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- All forms and relevant data can be found on our website:
- Fill in form unsubscribe
- Fill in form sell/buy
- Inspection regulation
- ….
https://keuringspuittoestellen.ilvo.vlaanderen.be/nl
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Thank you

Flanders Research Institute for Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Food 

Burg. Van Gansberghelaan 115 box 1
9820 Merelbeke – Belgium

T + 32 (0)9 272 28 00

Johan.declercq@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
keuringspuit@ilvo.vlaanderen.be

www.ilvo.vlaanderen.be

ILVO


